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ABSTRACT

Precipitation on the Tibetan Plateau (TP) showed different spatial changes during 1979–2016, with an

increasing trend over the northern Tibetan Plateau (NTP) and a slightly negative trend over the southern

Tibetan Plateau (STP). The changes in precipitationmoisture sources over the NTP and STP are investigated

using the improved Water Accounting Model with an atmospheric reanalysis as well as observational

precipitation and evaporation data. The results show the region in the northwest (region NW), ranging from

the TP to Europe dominated by the westerlies, provides 38.9% of precipitationmoisture for the NTP, and the

region in the southeast (region SE), ranging from the TP to the IndianOcean and Indochina dominated by the

Asian monsoons, provides 51.4% of precipitation moisture for the STP. For the precipitation increase over

the NTP, the SE and TP are the main contributors, contributing around 35.8% and 51.7% of the increase,

respectively. The contributions from the SE and TP to the STP are, however, minor and insignificant.

Meanwhile, the NW shows a negative trend of 24.2 6 2.9mmyr21 decade21 (significant at the 0.01 level),

which contributes to the negative precipitation trend over the STP.Results during the wet season indicate that

moisture sources from the areas dominated by the Asian monsoons have contributed more precipitated

moisture for the NTP, but not for the STP. Further analysis reveals that precipitated moisture originating

from the Indian subcontinent has increased for the NTP while it has decreased for the STP during 1979–2016.

1. Introduction

The Tibetan Plateau (TP), as the ‘‘Third Pole,’’ plays

an important role in regional and hemispheric climate

(Xu et al. 2014). Its environmental changes also draw the

worldwide interests in the academic society (Boos and

Kuang 2010; Yao et al. 2012; Sun and Ding 2011; Cuo

et al. 2013; Klein et al. 2014; Bibi et al. 2018). Recently, it

has been established that, although there has been an

overall wetting over the TP under global warming (Chen

et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2017a; Yang et al. 2011), changes in

precipitation appear to be regional (Krause et al. 2010; Yin

et al. 2012; Gao et al. 2014). Liu and Yin (2001) observed

an antiphase of summer precipitation variations between

the northeast and southeast of the Tanggula Mountains.

Chen et al. (2015) pointed out a marked precipitation

difference between the northern and southern TP (NTP

and STP) as precipitation is increasing over the NTPwhile

decreasing in the STP. Feng and Zhou (2012) also found a

dipole pattern in summer precipitation changes between

the NTP and STP. More studies suggest a general wetting

trend over the northwestern TP and a drying trend over
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the southeastern TP (Cuo et al. 2013; Yin et al. 2012; Gao

et al. 2015).

As the climatological precipitation generally decreases

from the humid southeast to the arid northwest (Yang

et al. 2011; Gao et al. 2015), the argument ‘‘wet gets

wetter and dry gets drier’’ seems not valid in the TP (Held

and Soden 2006; Seager and Vecchi 2010). Moreover, as

Yao et al. (2013) pointed out, the NTP is mainly influ-

enced by thewesterlies, while the STP is controlled by the

monsoons. Different circulations bring in different sour-

ces of moisture to the TP. The moisture sources for pre-

cipitation in the TP have been studied in the past. Chen

et al. (2012) identified the primary moisture sources of

precipitation over the TP, which include regions from

the Indian subcontinent to the Southern Hemisphere, the

Bay of Bengal, and the northwestern part of the TP.

However, contributions from different source regions

were not quantified. Sun and Wang (2014) quantified

the moisture contributions from different sources to the

eastern TP precipitation by using the areal source-receptor

attribution method. The results indicate that moisture re-

leased over the eastern TP mostly comes from the

Eurasian continent.Althoughmoisture uptake fromoceanic

sources is considerable, much is lost en route. Similar

conclusions are drawn for precipitation over the central-

western TP (Zhang et al. 2017a). However, the recent

precipitation increase in the central-western TP is mainly

attributed to the strengthened moisture transport from the

Indian Ocean and the intensified local moisture recycling

(Zhang et al. 2017a). The intensified local recycling in the

central-western TP is also validated by isotope data, as An

et al. (2017) found a significant increase in local recycling

during the past decades in the two ice core sites within

this area.

Despite the progress made so far, sources and the

quantified contributions for precipitation over the STP

remain unknown, not to mention the difference between

theNTP and STP. Further, the differences in precipitation

trends over the STP and NTP might indicate different

changes in both circulations and moisture sources which

have not been systematically studied before. In view of

these, this study focuses on the moisture sources and their

change with circulations for both NTP and STP. We first

quantify the volumes of moisture from sources contrib-

uting to the precipitations of NTP and STP, and then

analyze the trends of moisture contribution to reveal the

mechanism that forms different precipitation variations.

2. Data, model, and methods

a. Data and study area

A ground-based 0.58 gridded monthly precipitation

dataset from the China Meteorological Administration

(CMA) is used (Zhao et al. 2014; Zhao and Zhu 2015).

This dataset is derived from quality-controlled station

records from ;2400 stations over China since 1961,

out of which data from 1979 to 2016 are used. The grid

interpolation has used the thin-plate smooth spline

method by considering the elevation effects. The

3-hourly, 18 gridded evaporation fields from the Com-

munity Land Model in the Global Land Data As-

similation Systems (GLDAS; Rodell et al. 2004)

dataset are chosen as GLDAS outperforms other rean-

alyses on surface variables (Wang and Zeng 2012; Gao

et al. 2014). Because of the strong and suspicious anom-

aly in GLDAS in 1996 that is caused by the erroneous

precipitation data (Zhou et al. 2013), the evapora-

tion fields in 1996 are excluded from the analysis. The

European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts

(ECMWF) interim reanalysis (ERA-I; Dee et al. 2011) of

18 3 18 spatial resolution is selected as it has a better

performance among the reanalyses in simulating the at-

mospheric water budget over theTP (Gao et al. 2014) and

other regions (Trenberth et al. 2011; Rienecker et al.

2011; Lorenz and Kunstmann 2012). ERA-I provides a

suite of data, including the 6-hourly model-level zonal

winds, meridional winds, and specific humidity; 6-hourly

surface pressure and a set of vertically integrated mois-

ture and flux variables (vertically integrated water, verti-

cally integrated northward/eastward water fluxes in forms

of vapor, liquid, and ice); and 3-hourly precipitation and

evaporation.

Based on isotope observations over the TP, Yao

et al. (2013) divided the TP into three climate zones by

the latitudes, which are the westerlies domain (i.e.,

the NTP, north of 358N), the monsoon domain (the

STP, south of 308N), and the transition domain in

between. This study follows Yao et al.’s division to trace

and compare the respective moisture sources for pre-

cipitation in the NTP and STP. These locations are

shown in Fig. 1a. The topographic height data

are provided by the Global Land One-km Base Eleva-

tion Project (https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/topo/

globe.html). According to CMA, the stations in NTP are

mainly distributed in the east, while they are sparse in

the west with only one station near the west boundary.

For the STP, the stations are more evenly distributed.

Thus, precipitation is likely to be more accurate in the

STP than in the NTP.

b. WAM-2layers and experiment design

1) WAM-2LAYERS

Water Accounting Model-2layers (WAM-2layers) is

an Eulerian model on moisture recycling, which can

track moisture either forward or backward in time to
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quantify themoisture source–sink relations (van der Ent

et al. 2013, 2014; van der Ent and Tuinenburg 2017). It is

different from Lagrangian models that track moisture

on the particle trajectories (Stohl and James 2004, 2005;

Sodemann et al. 2008; Draxler and Hess 1998; Wei et al.

2012; Dirmeyer et al. 2014). WAM-2layers is an updated

version of the original WAM. WAM is a 2D configura-

tion that applies the ‘‘well mixed’’ assumption to the

vertically integrated moisture and fluxes (van der Ent

et al. 2010, 2013; Goessling and Reick 2013). In fact, the

well-mixed conditions of moisture in the atmospheric

column are usually not met (Bosilovich 2002; Goessling

and Reick 2013). When there is strong wind shear in the

vertical, substantial errors may occur (Goessling and

Reick 2013; van der Ent et al. 2013). By dividing the

vertical layer into two layers (i.e., WAM-2layers), van

der Ent et al. (2013) showed an accurate reproduction of

moisture tracking from a detailed 3D model (Knoche

and Kunstmann 2013) in an area with high wind shear.

Hence, moisture backtracking of WAM-2layers is ap-

plied in this study to track the moisture sources of the

NTP and STP precipitations. The basic algorithm for

backtracking is described briefly as follows.

Precipitation enters and evaporation exits the atmo-

spheric water buckets. The fallen precipitation in the

target area returns to the lower and upper buckets of air

as ‘‘tagged water’’ in the model. The tagged water is

mixed into the bucket water with a ratio of r, which

means that only r proportion of the bucket water would

finally fall into the target area. As the model integrates

with time, moisture is moved horizontally and vertically

between grid cells by the prevailing winds. At each time

step, WAM-2layers computes the volume of the tagged

water in each grid cell, in the lower and upper atmo-

spheric buckets. The divide between lower and upper is

determined by Eq. (B5) in van der Ent et al. (2014). The

thickness of the layers is dynamical and determined by

surface pressure. The water fluxes in each layer are the

vertical integral of wind multiplied by specific humidity.

Vertical exchange between the lower and upper bucket

is computed from the water balance. When the source

grid down below the air evaporates e amount of water at

one time step and the ratio of the tagged water in the

lower atmospheric bucket is r, the source grid contrib-

utes e 3 r of moisture that would finally fall into the

target area. At the same time, the tagged water in the

lower bucket would reduce the same amount of e 3 r,

and move on to the preceding time step. By the end of a

model run, moisture contributions from each source grid

are integrated from each time step to produce a spatial

map of the overall moisture contribution to the pre-

cipitation of the target area.

2) EXPERIMENT DESIGN AND SETUP

The previous study (Zhang et al. 2017a) has com-

pared different atmospheric data from the second

version of the NCEP reanalysis (Kanamitsu et al. 2002)

and ERA-I on the moisture source results over the

TP, which found little difference in the moisture

contributions to the region. This study focuses on

comparing the effects of different surface evapora-

tion E and precipitation P fluxes on moisture track-

ing. Hence, we conducted two sets of experiments

with different sets of E and P fluxes. One is with

observation-based data, which are the CMA pre-

cipitation and the GLDAS evaporation. The

GLDAS evaporation is an output from a physically

based land surface model forced by the observation

variables such as precipitation, temperature, and

radiation (Rodell et al. 2004; Mueller et al. 2011).

To a large extent, it can be viewed as indirect ob-

servational data (Gao et al. 2014).

The other set uses the ERA-I’s E and P fields. While

the atmospheric data are from ERA-I, the application

FIG. 1. (a) Geographic location of the STP and NTP, and the

TP (blue line; the outer red box is the 18 3 18 discretion of the

blue curve). The circles indicate the locations of stations in

the CMA dataset on and near the TP. (b) The areal precipitation

series of the STP and NTP from 1979 to 2016. The dashed lines

represent the linear trends of the annual precipitation over the

years, and b represents the slope of the best fit line.
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of ERA-I’s E and P makes the whole model input an

ERA-I suite (ERA-Suite hereafter). The advantage of

this suite is that the inner water cycle within ERA-I is

more self-consistent, as compared to the first set of E

and P data. However, the ERA-I precipitation is pro-

duced by the data-assimilation-driven general circula-

tion model which provides unreliable precipitation

values (Trenberth et al. 2011; Berrisford et al. 2011) es-

pecially over the TP (Tong et al. 2014). The consequent

ERA-I evaporation faces the same problem. Thus, the

experiment with ERA-Suite serves as a supplementary

for comparison purpose.

When using observation data, the monthly CMA pre-

cipitation is applied to rescale the 3-h ERA-I precipita-

tion data so as to keep the diurnal precipitation variation

information. Meanwhile, the monthly precipitation

amount conforms to the CMA’s. The specific pro-

cedures are as follows. The CMA precipitation is first

transformed to the same spatial resolution as ERA-I by

taking the means of the 0.58 grids that fall into the 18
grid. Then the monthly ERA-I precipitation is calcu-

lated. By setting the monthly CMA precipitation as the

norm, a divided ratio for ERA-I is produced. All the

3-h ERA-I precipitation amounts during a month are

then rescaled proportionally. As the GLDAS evapo-

ration only covers the land, evaporation fields over the

ocean from ERA-I are adopted as there is no better

alternative. All the input data for WAM-2layers are

discretized to a 15-min time step to limit numerical

errors in moisture backtracking. We used linear in-

terpolation or equal division methods to transform the

6- or 3-h data to 15-min intervals as in previous studies

(e.g., van der Ent et al. 2014; van der Ent and Tuinenburg

2017; Keys et al. 2014).

c. Methods

Linear regression is applied to measure the change

magnitude of variables during the study period. Linear

trends are normally given the 95% confidence intervals

unless otherwise noted.

As the statistically significant grid points on a field

may be spurious and the results may be overstated, the

field significance test with the false discovery rate (FDR)

method is applied (Wilks 2016). The FDR method is a

straightforward solution by controlling the false dis-

covery rate aFDR. The procedures are as follows:

1) Compute all the grids for the p values of the local null

hypotheses.

2) Sort thep values in an order ofp(1)# p(2)# . . .# p(N).

3) Find the threshold p value pFDR* that meets Eq. (1).

If the pFDR* is found, the global null hypothesis is

rejected.

The probability of rejecting a global null hypothesis if it

is true is aglobal 5 aFDR (Wilks 2006):

p
FDR
* 5 max

i51,...,N

�
p(i): p(i)#

i

N
a
FDR

�
. (1)

3. Results

According to the CMA precipitation, the mean annual

precipitation values of NTP and STP during 1979–2016 are

228.6 and 599.9mm, respectively. The annual precipita-

tion series also indicates different trends with a strong up-

ward trend of 15.16 8.2mmyr21 decade21 significant at

the 0.01 level over the NTP and a slight insignificant

downward trend of 21.0 6 15.8mmyr21 decade21 over

the STP (Fig. 1b). These results suggest that different

climatic systems dominate the two regions and domi-

nance may act differently in causing the different trends

in precipitation.

a. Mean moisture contribution

By tracing the precipitation sources of the two tar-

geted regions and setting proper thresholds, sources

with higher moisture contribution are extracted that in

all contribute around 80% of the annual precipitation

(Fig. S1 in the online supplemental material; Zhang

et al. 2017a,b; Keys et al. 2012, 2014). Then, for sub-

region division and direct comparison, the two 80% re-

gions are combined into one basic source region as

shown in Figs. 2a and 2b. Apparently, the combined

region comprises twomajor parts. One part is to thewest

and north of TP, covering all of Europe, where moisture

is transported to the TP by the westerlies. The other is to

the south and east of TP, extending to the Indian Ocean

and Indochina, where moisture is mainly transported by

the Asian monsoons (the South/East Asian summer

monsoons). Precipitation in the NTP is more influenced

by the westerlies as the center of the mean moisture

contribution is concentrated toward the northwest,

while in the STP precipitation is more influenced by

the Asian summer monsoons as the center moves more

toward the southeast (Figs. 2a,b and Fig. S1). Moisture

sources located far upwind tend to contribute less

moisture to precipitations over the target regions. Thus,

the target region itself or nearby areas tend to be the

core area that contributes moisture the most intensively.

Besides, at similar distances upwind, the water surface

source contributes more than the land, as seen in the

Caspian Sea and Aral Sea areas.

To further quantify the moisture contribution from

regions dominated by different circulations, the basic

source region is roughly divided into the northwest

220 JOURNAL OF HYDROMETEOROLOGY VOLUME 20



FIG. 2. Mean annual moisture contributions for (a) NTP and (b) STP using observation data from 1979 to 2016 (mmyr21). The outer red

lines extract grids with higher contributions that together contributemore than 80% of the annual precipitationmoisture. The inner red lines

divide the extracted area intoNW, SE, and the TP subregions as they represent different circulation systems.Values outside the redperimeter

are not shown here or in subsequent figures. Annual moisture contribution trends for (c) NTP and (d) STP using observation data

(mmyr21 decade21). The dots indicate trends significant at the 0.05 level based on the Student’s t test. The circles indicate trends passed the

FDR test. (e),(f) As in (c) and (d), but using ERA-Suite.
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(NW), the southeast (SE), and the TP as outlined in

Figs. 2a and 2b. The local contributions from NTP and

STP are also measured. The mean contributions during

the study period from these regions are shown in Fig. 3a.

For the NTP, region NW contributes 38.9% of moisture

for the annual precipitation, which is the highest among

the subregions. Region SE contributes 17.9% of mois-

ture. The TP contributes about 26.1%, indicating an

important role of TP in supplying moisture for the NTP.

The local contribution is about 12.9%.Using ERA-Suite,

contribution results are obtained as 42.6%, 16.3%,

29.6%, and 16.6% for the NW, SE, TP, and local (NTP),

respectively. It differs themost in contributions from the

NW and local regions with ;3.7% higher using ERA-

Suite than observation data, which demonstrates the

difference of using a different data source. However, the

main moisture source remains unchanged.

For the STP, most moisture comes from region SE,

with a contribution ratio of 51.4%. Region NW con-

tributes only 16.9% of moisture for precipitation. The

TP contributes 16.2%, indicating a smaller role of TP in

supplying moisture for the STP than NTP. Moreover,

the local recycling ratio is obtained as 11.9%. Analysis

using ERA-Suite shows similar results with contribu-

tion ratios of 18.3%, 54.2%, 13.9%, and 9.8% for the

NW, SE, TP, and local (STP), respectively.

b. Moisture contribution trends

The trends of moisture contribution for both NTP and

STP with observation data are shown in Figs. 2c and 2d.

There is a marked decrease center in central Asia for

both target regions. The one for NTP is a smaller region

surrounded by increasing trends, whereas the one for

STP is a wider region with negative trends extending to

the northern boundary. For the NTP, moisture contri-

butions from its own regions and regions to its south and

east show consistent increasing trends. However, that is

not the case for STP. Moisture over India and the west

Bay of Bengal shows a decreasing trend (cf. Figs. 2d and 2f),

while moisture from the surrounding areas shows an

increasing trend.

The comparison sets with ERA-Suite are shown in

Figs. 2e and 2f. For the NTP, one point worth noting is

that a strong decreasing trend is observed in the western

end of NTP and its northern region (Fig. 2e), opposite to

that in Fig. 2c. For the STP, the change pattern between

the two datasets is mostly the same except that there is

an overwhelming negative trend over the TP (Fig. 2f) in

contrast with that in Fig. 2d.

To better characterize the variations in moisture

contribution from the subregions, the annual moisture

contribution series for both NTP and STP using the

observation data is shown in Figs. 3b and 3c. The

contributions from the subregions are transformed into

the precipitation depth over the target regions. For the

NTP, region NW basically shows no trend as the mois-

ture decrease in central Asia and the moisture increase

in its surroundings counteract each other (Fig. 2c). Re-

gion SE and the TP contribute to increasing trends in

moisture contribution significant at the 0.01 level with

rates of 5.4 6 2.9 and 7.8 6 2.5mmyr21 decade21, re-

spectively. They account for 35.8% and 51.7% of the

FIG. 3. (a) Mean annual moisture contributions from the sub-

regions to both NTP and STP using both observation data and

ERA-Suite. Annual moisture contribution series from the sub-

regions for (b) NTP and (c) STP using observation data. The

dashed lines are the linear fit.
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NTP precipitation increase. Similarly, the local contri-

bution increases significantly at the 0.01 level with a

rate of 4.2 6 1.5mmyr21 decade21 that accounts for

27.8% of the precipitation increase. For the STP, the

only significant trend is obtained from region NW,

which is at the 0.01 level with a decreasing rate of24.26
2.9mmyr21 decade21. Compared with its contribu-

tion to the NTP, region NW exerts different influences

to the precipitation changes over the STP. Contribu-

tion from region SE shows an increasing trend of 2.56
9.1mmyr21 decade21. Moreover, contributions from

the TP and the local STP show a slight change over

time in opposite signs. The statistics using both

observation data and ERA-Suite are compared in

Table 1. They are generally of the same signs between

the two datasets, except that the TP contributes dif-

ferently to the STP precipitation.

c. Moisture contributions in the wet season

Annual precipitation over the TP is dominated by the

wet season (May–September; Zhang et al. 2017a). Ac-

cording to the CMA precipitation, the wet season pre-

cipitation accounts for 88.4% and 77.1% of the annual

precipitation for the NTP and the STP, respectively. The

respective precipitation variations during 1979–2016 are

also similar. According to the linear correlation test,

the correlation coefficient between the wet season and

yearly precipitations is 0.98 for the NTP and 0.90 for the

STP, significant at the 0.01 level. Thus, the annual pre-

cipitation can be represented by the wet-season pre-

cipitation, and moisture contribution and circulation

during the wet season need further study.

Figures 4a and 4b show trends of the moisture con-

tribution and moisture transport for the NTP and STP

in the wet season during 1979–2016. In comparison with

the annual trends in moisture contribution (Figs. 2c,d),

the spatial patterns for either NTP or STP show strong

similarity. This demonstrates that the interannual

change in moisture contribution during the wet season

dominates the whole year. There are southerly and

easterly anomalies over the NTP, indicating more in-

fluences coming from the south and east. In central Asia,

significantly strong northeasterly and easterly anomalies

reduce moisture to be transported to the TP. Over the

STP, southerlies and easterlies are found in the western

and eastern parts, respectively. In addition, to the south

of STP, strong southerly anomalies from the north

Indian Ocean and Bay of Bengal tend to bring more

moisture from the Indian Ocean to the TP. There are

also significant easterlies east of the STP. The easterlies

help bring more moisture from the east, but may have

the possibility to hinder the southwest monsoon mois-

ture transport from the Bay of Bengal (Fig. 4c).

4. Discussion

Keys et al. (2012) proposed the concept of precip-

itationshed, which specifies a region that encloses the

upwind atmosphere and surface that contributes evapo-

rated moisture to the target area’s precipitation. Changes

in land surface conditions or circulations within the pre-

cipitationshed would influence precipitation in the target

area. During the last 38 years, the land surface conditions

have experienced inconsistent spatial changes which end

up in a spatially heterogeneous pattern of the evapora-

tion trend (Fig. 5). Intuitively, sources within the pre-

cipitationshed with an increasing trend in evaporation

should contributemoremoisture to the target region, and

vice versa. If the moisture transport along the path to

the target region is strengthened, the moisture contribu-

tion would be amplified. Regions in central Asia show an

obvious decreasing trend in evaporation, except over

water surfaces such as the Black Sea and the Caspian Sea.

Combined with the weakened westerly moisture trans-

port, moisture contributed to both NTP and STP from

this area decreases significantly (Figs. 4a,b). However,

although moisture transport over the Caspian Sea is

weakened, its moisture contribution to theNTP increases

significantly (Fig. 4a). The effect of increased evaporation

over the Caspian Sea during the period seems to out-

weigh the decreased moisture transport, which finally

results in an increase in its moisture contribution. A

similar situation also occurs in the Black Sea.

a. On evaporation and precipitation data

Trend analysis using different sets of E and P fluxes

demonstrates a notable difference for the NTP’s pre-

cipitation source, that is, the west end of NTP shows a

TABLE 1. Annual moisture contribution trends from the subregions to both NTP and STP (mmyr21 decade21). Trends that are above the

0.05 significance level based on the two-tailed Student’s t test are marked with * and 0.01 with **.

Contribution trend NW SE TP Local

NTP-OBS 20.0 6 3.2 5.4 6 2.9** 7.8 6 2.5** 4.2 6 1.5**

NTP-ERA 21.0 6 4.9 6.6 6 3.3** 3.1 6 4.5 0.1 6 2.6

STP-OBS 24.2 6 2.9** 2.5 6 9.1 0.4 6 4.6 20.4 6 3.6

STP-ERA 26.0 6 8.4 2.8 6 27.2 28.5 6 7.0* 24.3 6 3.3**
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strong positive contribution trend using observation

data, but a strong negative trend using ERA-Suite

(cf. Figs. 2c and 2e). In contrast, evaporation over the west

NTP with GLDAS has increased strongly, while it has

decreased with ERA-I (Fig. 5). The discrepancy between

the evaporation trends likely caused the opposite trends of

moisture contribution. Recent studies have suggested an

enhanced hydrological cycle on the northwest TP with

intensified precipitation and evaporation (Zhang et al.

2017a; An et al. 2017). Intensified evaporation on the

northwest TP is attributed to many factors, includ-

ing increased temperature, melting glacier, enlarging

lakes, and enhanced evapotranspiration under the TP

greening (Lei et al. 2017; Zhang et al. 2013; Zhu et al.

2016; Shen et al. 2015; An et al. 2017). The GLDAS

data better capture this feature, as compared to the

ERA-I, which resulted in more reliable trends in

moisture contribution.

The stations over the west of NTP are extremely

scarce with only one station inside the NTP, which

makes the NTP precipitation doubtful for its credibil-

ity. The precipitation trend distributions from both

CMA and Global Precipitation Climatology Project

(GPCP) products are thus compared in Fig. 6. GPCP

is a precipitation analysis based on both gauge data

and satellite estimates (Huffman et al. 2009). We can

FIG. 4. Wet season moisture contribution trends during

1979–2016 for the (a) NTP and (b) STP using observation data

(mm yr21 decade21). The dots indicate trends significant at

the 0.05 level based on the Student’s t test. The circles indicate

trends passed the FDR test. The vectors are the wet season

moisture transport trends during the years. The bold vectors

represent the significant anomalies at the 0.05 level based

on the t test. (c) Climate mean moisture transport in the

wet season.

FIG. 5. Wet season evaporation trends during 1979–2016

with (a) GLDAS and (b) ERA-I data (mm yr21 decade21). The

dots indicate trends significant at the 0.05 level based on the

Student’s t test. The crosses indicate trends passed the FDR

test.
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see clearly in the west NTP that the grids show an in-

creasing trend, though the increasing magnitude may

differ. The increased trend of the NTP precipitation is

robust between the observational datasets. In a pre-

vious study, robustly increased precipitation was also

found over the NTP among the CMA, GPCP, and

CMAP datasets (Fig. 7 in Zhang et al. 2017a). As we

mainly focus on the precipitation change, the actual

precipitation value or trend value does not count that

much as long as the change is strong and the change

direction is consistent.

In addition, the TRMM Multisatellite Precipitation

Analysis (TMPA) 3B42 dataset (Huffman et al. 2007)

at the finer grid of 0.258 3 0.258 is applied to analyze the

influence of satellite-based precipitation on the NTP

moisture source results. Since the 3B42 begins from

1998, the NTP precipitations during the overlapped

period of 1998–2016 are compared (Fig. 7). The two

series show a high similarity in the variability as the

correlation coefficient between the two linearly

detrended series is 0.75 significant at the 0.01 level.

Though the magnitude of the linear trend of 3B42 is not

as large as that of CMA, it is an increasing trend sig-

nificant at the 0.1 level. This adds to the reliability of the

CMA precipitation in the depiction of the NTP pre-

cipitation variation.

The climate mean of moisture contribution and the

trend during 1998–2016 for the NTP are shown in

Fig. 8. The climate mean moisture contribution with

both datasets shows high similarities in the spatial

structure. There is a small difference in the magnitude

of contributed moisture in north Kazakhstan and

northeast of Madagascar, which is mainly due to the

difference in the precipitation amount between the two

datasets (Fig. 7). The moisture contribution trend from

1998 to 2016 shows a pattern with the west of the NTP

increased the most, sources west of central Asia and

east of the NTP decreased, and sources to the north of

Kazakhstan and in the south increased. The pattern is

the same between CMA and 3B42 data, while the

decreased areal extent is larger with 3B42 and the

increased magnitude in the west of the NTP is stronger

with CMA data. In sum, quantitative results over the

FIG. 6. Wet season precipitation trends during 1979–2016 with

(a) CMA, (b) GPCP, and (c) ERA-I data (mm yr21 decade21).

The dots indicate trends significant at the 0.05 level based on

the Student’s t test. The crosses indicate trends passed the

FDR test.

FIG. 7. The annual NTP precipitation series during 1998–2016 with

the CMA and 3B42 datasets.
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NTP with CMA data may be doubtful for the accuracy,

but some derived qualitative findings can be reliable.

b. Moisture contributed from India to the STP and
NTP

For the STP, both observation data and ERA-Suite

show a decrease in moisture contribution from the

Indian subcontinent (Figs. 2d,f), while the subconti-

nent contributes more moisture to the NTP (Figs. 2c,e).

This is at odds with the general pattern that sources

from the south and east are providing more mois-

ture to the TP. The evaporation trends with GLDAS

and ERA-I over India have shown opposite spa-

tial patterns (Fig. 5). Moisture transport shows an

overall southerly anomaly over this area, indicating

more moisture is transported to the north (Fig. 4b).

Neither changes in evaporation nor moisture transport

can provide a satisfactory explanation for the decrease

in moisture contribution from India. In fact, strength-

ened moisture transport does not guarantee more

precipitation downwind by itself. Proper meteorolog-

ical conditions are needed to facilitate the moist air to

be precipitated out.

As Jiang and Ting (2017) pointed out, the summer-

time precipitation shows a dipole pattern between

central India and the southeast TP, while there is a

synchronous pattern between central India and the

southwest TP. Rainfall anomalies in central India tend

to induce changes in regional circulation that suppress

rainfall in the southeast TP (Jiang and Ting 2017).

Along the latitude of 288N in the STP from the west

to the east, the precipitation variation changes from

negative to positive, from positive to negative, and

from negative to positive (Fig. 6b the most typical).

FIG. 8. Mean annual moisture contributions for the NTP with (a) CMA and (b) 3B42 precipitation data from

1998–2016 (mmyr21). Annual moisture contribution trends for the NTP with (c) CMA and (d) 3B42 precipitation

data (mmyr21 decade21). The dots indicate trends significant at the 0.05 level based on the Student’s t test. The

circles indicate trends passed the FDR test.
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Many of the trends are significant at the 0.05 level,

which demonstrates the complexity of the local cli-

mates. We speculate that sources from central India

may play different roles in contributing moisture for

the eastern and western STP, as it may provide more

moisture for one side but less for the other side. The

less contributed moisture outweighs its counterpart,

resulting in an overall decrease in moisture contribu-

tion from India to the STP.

For the precipitation increase over the northern TP,

previous studies found it is related to the positive

westerly wind anomalies over the entrance of the East

Asia westerly jet (EAJ) in the upper troposphere (Wang

et al. 2018). The intensified upper westerlies would

motivate the secondary circulation, often causing en-

hanced ascending motion over the TP to bring in more

precipitation (Wang et al. 2018). This process may occur

with the enhanced southerly flux, originating from the

Indian Ocean, to result in more precipitated moisture

coming from the southern oceans. Themechanisms need

further investigation in the future.

5. Conclusions

Moisture sources for precipitation over the NTP and

STP and their evolutions with atmospheric moisture

transport were investigated in this study. Accordingly,

the following conclusions are derived:

1) Main moisture sources for precipitation over the

NTP and STP are indeed different. For the NTP,

region NW is the main moisture source that provides

around 38.9% of moisture for the annual precipita-

tion, followed by the whole TP (26.1%) and region

SE (17.9%). The local NTP provides around 12.9%

of moisture. For the STP, region SE is the primary

source that provides around 51.4%, which is much

higher than other subregions altogether. The NW,

whole TP, and local STP provide moisture around

16.9%, 16.2%, and 11.9%, respectively.

2) The increased annual precipitation over NTP is

largely attributed to the increased moisture contribu-

tion from the TP and SE regions, which contributed

around35.8%and51.7%to the increase, respectively.At

the same time, moisture contribution from region NW

remained unchanged. The local contribution from

NTP also increased strongly, which accounted for

27.8% of the precipitation increase. For the STP, only

the moisture contribution from NW had a significant

trend of 24.2 6 2.9mmyr21 decade21 at the 0.01

level. Meanwhile, the contribution from the SE has

increased with a trend of 2.56 9.1mmyr21 decade21.

The TP and local region (STP) show a slight in-

crease and decrease with trends of 0.4 6 4.6

and20.46 3.6mmyr21decade21, respectively. The over-

all contribution from the subregions to the STP shows a

weak downward trend of21.36 13.0mmyr21decade21.

3) Change in atmospheric moisture transport during the

study period generally supports the change of mois-

ture contribution from the external sources for both

NTP and STP. A weakened westerly moisture trans-

port in central Asia resulted in less moisture contri-

bution from region NW for both NTP and STP, while

an enhanced moisture transport from the south and

east brought more moisture from region SE to the

TP. However, the SE and TP regions contributed

heavily and significantly to the increased precipita-

tion in NTP, while their contributions to the STP

were minor and insignificant. Moisture that origi-

nated from the Indian subcontinent changed differ-

ently for precipitations over the NTP and STP, as it

provided more moisture for the NTP but less for the

STP during 1979–2016.
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